
Nutz

What sets Nutz apart?
Introducing Nutz, the fun and easy to play dice game where players 

aim for five of a kind in the first roll – or NUTZ IN ONE!

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com

Features & Benefits

Generates social interaction amongst players

Popular with younger players

Suspenseful and exciting

Simple and easy to understand

Easy to install – D shaped layout

Completely original

Game Overview 
Nutz is a new, exciting and completely unique game which 

draws players to the table and creates high levels of energy and 

interaction. Developed by CLUB Gaming Pty Ltd a wholly owned 

subsidiary of Crown Resorts Ltd and exclusively distributed 

globally by TCSJOHNHUXLEY, Nutz is a tried and tested hit on 

the gaming floor. A high energy suspense filled game, Nutz is 

simple to follow and easy to play. With various wagering options 

on the outcome of the shake of five dice there are multiple 

winning combinations including Nutz in One. 

To take part in Nutz players must choose at least one of the seven 

wagers on offer, once bets are placed the game starts by the 

Dealer offering a player to shake the five dice in the Dice Cup. If 

the outcome of the first roll is a Full House, No Hand, Straight or 

Five of a Kind (Nutz) combination, the round is complete and bets 

are paid and taken accordingly.

If any of the dice form a Pair, Trips, Quads or Two Pair after the 

first shake, the matching dice will be retained and the unmatched 

dice will be shaken again. After the second shake, if any or all of 

the dice match each other or the retained dice, they will also be 

retained. Following the third and final shake, the round of play is 

complete and the five dice form the player’s hand.
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Nutz Pay Table
Hand / Combination Payout

Nutz (on the first roll) 100 to 1

Nutz (subsequent roll) 25 to 1

Pair 25 to 1

Straight 9 to 1 

No Hand 9 to 1

Quads 5 to 1

Trips 5 to 1

Two Pair 3 to 1

Full House 2 to 1

How To Play

1. There are seven permissible wagers that a player may place. 

A player must place at least one and may place up to all seven 

of the wagers. 

2. The player rolls five dice. 

3. If the five dice constitute a Nutz, Full House, Straight, or No 

Hand then the round is complete and the five dice make the 

players hand. 

4. Otherwise, the dice constitute a Pair, Two Pair, Trips, or 

Quads. In this case, all matching dice are retained as part of 

the players hand and the remaining unmatched dice are rolled 

again. 

a. If the dice constitute a Pair then the two matching dice 

will be retained as part of the players hand and the three 

unmatched dice will be rolled again. 

b. If the dice constitute a Trips then the three matching 

dice will be retained as part of the players hand and the two 

unmatched dice will be rolled again. 

c. If the dice constitute a Two Pair or Quads then the four 

matching dice will be retained as part of the players hand and 

the one unmatched die will be rolled again. 

5. If there are no unmatched dice following this roll then the 

round is complete and the five dice make the player’s hand. 

6. Otherwise, any matching dice (including those that match 

the previously retained dice) are also retained as part of the 

players hand and the remaining unmatched dice are rolled 

again (as per step 4. above). Following this roll, the round is 

always complete and the five dice make the players hand. 

Winning Hands

Nutz - Five dice displaying the same number Quads - Four dice 

displaying the same number and an additional die displaying a 

different number.

Full House - Three dice displaying the same number, and an 

additional two dice displaying the same number that is different 

to the other three dice.

Trips - Three dice displaying the same number and an additional 

two dice displaying different numbers.

Two Pair - Two dice displaying the same number, and an 

additional two dice displaying the same number that is different 

to the number displayed on the first two dice. The remaining die 

displays a number different to the other four dice.

Pair - Two dice displaying the same number. The remaining 

three dice display different numbers to the first two dice.

Straight - Five dice displaying a different number in consecutive 

order where no two dice have the same number (one is not 

considered to be consecutive to six) 

No Hand - Any combination of five dice that does not form a 

Nutz, Quads, Full House, Trips, Two Pair, Pair or Straight hand.
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Nutz Wager
Event Outcome Payout Permutations Probability

Nutz - 1 Spin Win 100 279,936 0.07716%

Nutz - 2 Spin Win 25 3,499,200 0.96451%

Nutz - 3 Spin Win 25 7,884,000 2.17312%

Other Hands Lose -1 351,133,920 96.7852%

362,797,056 100.0000%

House Edge 10.6286%

Mathematical Analysis 
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Straight or No Hand Wager
Event Outcome Payout Permutations Probability

Straight Win 9 11,197,440 3.0864%

No Hand Win 9 22,394,880 6.1728%

Other Hands Lose -1 329,204,736 90.7407%

362,797,056 100.0000%

House Edge 7.4074%

Quads Wager
Event Outcome Payout Permutations Probability

Quads Win 5 52,380,000 14.4378%

Other Hands Lose -1 310,417,056 85.5622%

362,797,056 100.0000%

House Edge 13.3731%

Trips Wager
Event Outcome Payout Permutations Probability

Trips Win 5 56,160,000 15.4797%

Other Hands Lose -1 306,637,056 84.5203%

100.0000%

House Edge 7.1216%

Pair Wager
Event Outcome Payout Permutations Probability

Pair Win 25 12,960,000 3.5722%

Other Hands Lose -1 349,837,056 96.4278%

362,797,056 100.0000%

House Edge 7.1216%

Two Pair Wager
Event Outcome Payout Permutations Probability

Two Pair Win 3 81,388,800 22.4337%

Other Hands Lose -1 281,408,256 77.5663%

100.0000%

House Edge 10.2652%


